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However, optimizing preference elicitation remains a
largely unsolved problem. In this paper we introduce
SpeechRec, a speech-enabled, knowledge-based recommender system, that engages the user in a naturallanguage dialog, identifying not only purely factual constraints from the users’ input, but also integrating nuanced lexical qualifiers and paralinguistic information
into the recommendation strategy. In order to assess
the viability of this concept, we present the results of
an empirical study where we compare SpeechRec to a
traditional knowledge-based recommender system and
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1 Introduction
With the advent of ever larger collections of information, navigating these databases has become a major
challenge. Recommender systems help users by eliciting,
processing and acting on their preferences and requirements, thus allowing efficient search and navigation in

even large and complex domains that may be unknown
to the user.
Over the years a multitude of approaches have been
proposed, many of which have proven viable and found
footing in different domains for varying reasons. In general, we can group most recommender systems in three
categories. The most well known and common class of
recommender systems, collaborative- or social-filtering
systems, base their recommendations on the activity of
other, similar users. Content-based systems focus instead on product similarity and use the user’s own interaction history to find items similar to previously accepted ones. In contrast, the third major approach and
main focus of this paper, so-called knowledge-based recommender systems, employ domain knowledge and an
explicit, usually comparatively detailed user model to
make informed recommendations based on the user’s
actual requirements [4, 14, 23].
Compared to content-based and collaborative approaches, knowledge-based recommender systems are
less affected by ramp up issues for new products and
users, for whom there is no interaction history to draw
on. Their more intelligible recommendation process further enables application in high-involvement domains,
such as the recommendation of financial services, where
trust in the system is crucial [4, 13].
However, in order to be effective, knowledge based
systems depend on a product database that often requires laborious knowledge engineering and a fairly extensive model of an individual user’s preferences, which
commonly requires direct user involvement to build. Depending on the complexity of the domain, this time investment may be enough of a deterrent for casual users,
limiting the applicability of knowledge-based systems,
especially in high-paced environments with ephemeral
user sessions such as e-commerce. As a result, optimizing preference elicitation has become a major concern
and attracted substantial research interest [3, 6].
Next to asking users to express their preferences by
answering questions posed by the system (“navigation
by asking”, or “search”), example based critiquing has
emerged as a primary means of eliciting user feedback
[18, 24, 31]. Critiquing recommenders enable naviga-
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tion by requesting improvements over a currently proposed product. Such introduced constraints are commonly called “critiques”. For example, in an e-commerce
system the critique “cheaper” may introduce a new
constraint (critique) to the user model, representing
price < x, where x is the price of the currently shown
item [5, 6]. Critiquing has repeatedly shown to be an
effective method of navigating even large problem sets
while requiring comparatively low cognitive load. However, as critiques tend to introduce relatively little new
information to the user model, excessively long user sessions remain an issue [7, 17, 24].
This general tradeoff between minimizing the required effort for giving feedback versus maximizing the
utility of the received feedback seems to exist not only
in critiquing-based systems, yet has rarely been openly
acknowledged. While part of the problem is certainly
due to the most effective type of feedback often involving decisive compromises, it seems reasonable to assume
that more complex, and therefore more useful types of
feedback are also generally harder to synthesize in current recommender systems interfaces’. We argue, that a
recommender system that makes it trivial to specify arbitrarily complex preferences and critiques in a natural
way would therefore allow users to articulate their true
(hidden) preferences more directly and more effectively.
In this paper we introduce SpeechRec, a speechbased, conversational knowledge-based recommender
system. We discuss, how natural language input can enable users to better specify their true preferences, and
show how this new interaction paradigm can be used
to extract significantly richer feedback from users’ input without demanding extra effort. To assess the viability of our approach, we present the results of an
empirical study. We show that our novel user interface
slightly increases recommendation performance, while
significantly decreasing session length over both the reduced and the baseline system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we position our work in relation to the state
of the art of the field. Section 3 outlines the algorithms
and components of the developed prototype in detail. In
Section 4 we present the empirical study, the result of
which are reported in Section 5. We conclude the paper
with Section 6.

2 Related Work
Natural language recommender systems have been researched before, although with often limited implementations. In [31], Shimazu presents the recommender system “ExpertClerk”, that uses written natural language
interaction to ask domain questions until the product
set has been sufficiently constrained, at which point
three sample products are proposed and the user can
navigate further by critiquing them. Text-based natural
language recommender systems were further researched
by Wärnestål in [35], with just as promising results. One
of the earliest speech-based conversational recommender
systems was introduced by Thompson et al. in [34].
However, their Adaptive Place Advisor only supported
navigation by specifying concrete values of product attributes, significantly reducing the usefulness of the natural language input. To the best of the authors knowledge the first attempt at supporting unrestricted spoken
natural language input was introduced by Grasch’s et al.
ReComment in [16]. Their speech-based critiquing recommender system outperformed a traditional user interface by both reducing session length and increasing
recommendation quality. However, the selected application domain, digital compact cameras, was arguably
“easy” and expected user requirements, and therefore
expected user input, was relatively predictable.
To handle the kind of diverse user input we expect
for unrestricted natural language interaction for our selected domain of laptops, SpeechRec would need to
support more complex forms of user input. A pilot study
was used to ascertain what kind of statements users
would typically use. The simplest form of feedback, explicitly stated attribute values, are parsed and codified
similarly to traditional constraint-based recommender
systems [12]. Statements relative to the currently displayed products are treated as unit critiques [4]. General statements about the user’s preferences (e.g., “I
need a laptop for University.”) are treated as compound
constraints on the attributes they affect. Some statements, however, referred to data that usually is difficult to collect such as “I am looking for a laptop that
stays cool under load” or “I want a notebook that looks
good”. In an effort to support these kinds of requests, we
turned to product reviews and augmented our product
database with extracted user sentiment similarly to the
process outlined by Moghaddam et al. in [21]. A recommender system utilizing customer sentiment extracted
from product reviews has previously been introduced by
Dong et al. in [9], but whereas their system uses senti-
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ment differences as their main means of navigation, in
SpeechRec user sentiment is only part of the recommendation strategy.

3 System Description
The following section describes the developed prototype
for the domain of consumer laptops.

3.1 Case Base
A well designed product database is a core component of
any knowledge-based recommender. For our prototype,
we collected information on 632 laptops currently on the
market.
Each product is tagged with information on 40 attributes, ranging from basic information like screen size
to details such as the type of panel used. Every product
has at least one photo attached.
To extract user sentiment, we collected a total of
3246 user reviews from a popular online retailer1 .
A manually compiled list of around 100 product aspects was expanded with similar words based on a word
clustering of the extracted reviews using the algorithm
presented in [8]. The resulting list was pruned to arrive at a total of 304 keywords mapped to 41 distinct
aspects, which were hierarchically grouped such that reviews commending, for example, a laptop’s viewing angles would not just increase the product’s “Viewing Angles” aspect’s sentiment score but also the score of its
more general “Display” aspect.
To identify the polarity of a statement referring to
a given aspect, we follow a lexical approach, assigning
words or short phrases either positive or negative sentiment, similar to what Andreevskaia et al. outlined in [1].
40 positive and 40 negative seed phrases are used with a
fixed polarity of 1 and -1, respectively. Starting at these
seeds, we recursively navigated their synsets using the
German OpenThesaurus web service, reducing the assigned polarity of encountered phrases proportionally to
the distance from their initial seeds [20, 22]. Employing
this method with a maximum seed-to-leaf distance of 2,
we created a polarity dictionary for Austrian German
laptop reviews consisting of 4628 polarity infused words
and phrases.

1 http://www.amazon.com
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Our approach of extracting sentiment information
from reviews is roughly comparable to Shakih’s et al. approach in [30]. For each review, we parse every sentence
using ParZu, the Zurich Dependency Parser for German
[28, 29], and identify aspects and polarity laden phrases
in the parse tree. Each polarity inducing node is associated with its closest aspect, where scores are summed
to calculate the aspect’s final polarity. To avoid noise,
only polarity of aspects that were discussed in at least
two reviews of the product are included in the database.

3.2 Spoken Language Input
Unrestricted, conversational spoken language poses a
significant challenge to the input layer.
SpeechRec uses a version of the Simon2 speech
recognition system that was modified to include the
arousal score calculated by openEAR as described in
Section 3.2.2. Simon in turn uses the PocketSphinx decoder of the CMU SPHINX speech recognition framework3 . A schematic overview of SpeechRec’s speech
processing architecture is provided in Figure 1.

PocketSphinx

SpeechRec

Simon

openEAR

Fig. 1. SpeechRec’s speech processing architecture.

3.2.1 Speech Model
Spontaneous, conversational speech is among the most
challenging speech recognition tasks. In contrast to read
speech, users are commonly formulating their statement
as they speak, making speech disfluencies such as filler
words, false starts (self-interruptions) and repetitions
common [32].

2 http://simon.kde.org
3 http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/
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These demanding decoding conditions and the pervasiveness and strength of the local dialect necessitated
the development of a custom, task dependent speech
model of Austrian German for SpeechRec.
A slightly modified and heavily extended version
of Schuppler’s et al. phonetic dictionary for conversational Austrian German presented in [27] was used as
SpeechRec’s dictionary. A task dependent 3-gram language model was estimated from laptop descriptions
from e-commerce websites, user reviews, transcripts of
user interactions of the pilot study and a crawled collection of texts from Austrian websites.
To estimate SpeechRec’s continuous HMM acoustic model, the recordings of the SpeechRec pilot and
earlier, related studies were augmented with the German version of the open source Voxforge corpus4 , 19
audio books from the LibriVox project5 as well as the
Austrian portion of the ADABA database6 . Recordings of spontaneous speech were manually orthologically
transcribed, and audible breaths, flicks, clicks, coughs,
laughs, various filler words, and other background noise
were tagged with explicit disfluency markers.

3.2.2 Paralinguistic Analysis
Spoken language input affords more insight into the
user’s actual, hidden preferences than a lexical analysis
of the input could ever detect. In real-life sales dialogs,
for example, a user’s pronunciation also clearly plays a
significant role in helping human sales clerks recommend
better products to the customer.
Emotion detection and classification has long been
an active field of research. In his seminal paper on emotion categorization, James Russel mapped out human
emotions on a two dimensional plane defined by valence,
which could be described as the emotions “positivity”,
and its arousal, an indicator of its intensity [26]. We
propose to use this concept of “arousal” as an indicator
of the user’s personal investment in a given statement,
and thus as an indicator of the priority of the ultimately
resulting constraints. We believe, that this can help to
differentiate casual remarks from a user’s core priorities,
and thus provide better conflict resolution.
Our developed prototype of SpeechRec analyzes
every user input with the open source emotion and af-

fect recognition toolkit openEAR and weighs recognized
statements with their associated arousal value, calculated with an SVM classifier trained on the SAL corpus
[10, 11, 19].
See Section 3.4 for details on how this information is
integrated in SpeechRec’s recommendation strategy.

3.2.3 Natural Language Understanding
SpeechRec’s natural language understanding process
is based around the concept of extracting “statements”
from the spoken input. We recognize the following types
of statements. Aspect statements, that refer to a product aspect, constraint statements that introduce new
critiques or constraints on absolute values to the user
model, use case statements, that codify the primary
use case of the product envisioned by the user, and finally command statements, which in turn express either
“Yes”, “No”, or “Back”.
The parsing process first identifies all possible token matches based on a relatively extensive language
profile that consists of attributes (e.g., “weight”), modifiers (e.g., “smaller”), meta modifiers (e.g., “slightly”)
and commands (e.g., “previous product” but also “for
University”).
All extracted statements are assigned an “influence”
score. A statement’s influence is governed by the following three attributes. The statement quality is a number
between 0 and 1 that specifies how certain SpeechRec
is in the statement capturing the user’s intended meaning. For example, a recognition result of simply “main
memory” would produce a statement “Good main memory”, with a quality of only 0.5, because, while unlikely,
the user could have been asking for less, not more main
memory. Secondly, the arousal score calculated by the
paralinguistic analysis (see Section 3.2.2) is a number
between 0 and 2 that specifies how forcefully the user
pronounced the relevant segment of the speech input
and contributes to the statements “importance”. Lastly,
the lexical polarity score encodes the meaning of qualifiers (“meta modifiers”) such as “a little” and may range
from −1 (“not”) to 2 (“very”). As shown in Equation 1,
all three values are multiplied to arrive at the statement’s final influence.

statementInf luence = quality ∗arousal ∗polarity (1)
4 http://voxforge.org
5 http://librivox.org
6 http://www-oedt.kfunigraz.ac.at/ADABA/
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3.2.4 Dialog Strategy
Welcome

SpeechRec’s dialog strategy is engineered to guide a
user through the process of choosing a laptop that fits
their requirements.
Initially, SpeechRec will introduce himself and ask
the user to describe their ideal product. If the user does
not yet have any special preferences, SpeechRec will
take initiative and ask one of the following five domain
questions. “What are you gonna be using your laptop
for?”, “Which attribute is most important to you?”, “Do
you need a very fast laptop?”, “Do you need a laptop
that is very portable?”, and “Is a cheap price very important to you?”. Figure 2 shows SpeechRec taking
initiative.
Similarly to Shimazu’s ExpertClerk system,
SpeechRec automatically selects the question, whose
answer it expects to limit the remaining product set the
most [31].

Ask Domain
Question

Recommendation

Excuse me?

Fig. 3. SpeechRec’s dialog strategy: An overview.

3.3 User Interface
SpeechRec’s user interface was designed to be easy
to use. There are no traditional controls, only a small
bar on the bottom that shows the current microphone
recording level (VU meter). This was included to assure
users that SpeechRec is indeed “listening”.

3.3.1 Avatar

Fig. 2. SpeechRec taking initiative after the user expressed no
particular preferences. (Text enlarged for readability.)

An overview of SpeechRec’s dialog strategy is outlined in Figure 3.
When SpeechRec doesn’t understand the user, for
example the dialog turn produces no actionable statements, it may ask the user to rephrase what they said.
However, in an effort to avoid asking the user to repeat themselves as suggested in [33], SpeechRec never
asks that kind of question more than once in succession and never more than twice in a user session. Instead, the system takes initiative and asks a domain
question to drive the conversation back to interaction
paradigms it understands. We use a simple, semantic
approach for end-of-turn detection. After SpeechRec
receives actionable input, it waits for 1.5 seconds before
considering the turn complete. This timeout is increased
to up to 6 seconds if no valid user input was received.

Holding a conversation with a computer program can be
uncomfortable for some users. This fundamental problem of speech-based interfaces can be partly addressed
by providing an avatar for the user to talk to [16, 25]. For
SpeechRec, we built an animated character using the
3D animation software Blender7 and the text to speech
framework MARY TTS8 .

3.3.2 Product Display
In an effort to keep the user interface simple,
SpeechRec limits the displayed attributes of recommendations to a core set of only ten attributes which
can be seen in Figure 4. This set is automatically extended with attributes that the user has expressed an
opinion on, either explicitly or implicitly (e.g., by mentioning a use case). Attributes that the system considers
important for the user are printed in bold, and colored
according to how well the current product fulfills the
user’s stated requirements of the attribute in question.

7 http://www.blender.org
8 http://mary.dfki.de/
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Below the product’s factual attributes, SpeechRec displays the extracted user sentiment of the current product.
Figure 4 shows the SpeechRec interface after the
initial turn of a user from the pilot study. The corresponding user input can be found in Table 1.

Actor

Statement

SpeechRec

Hello! I’m here to help you find your new laptop.
Ready? Then let’s start! Please describe your ideal
laptop. If you don’t yet know what you are looking
for, feel free to let me know.
okay ...
I’d like to get a mac, if that’s possible.
Actually ... I need a lot of ... main memory.
That’s pretty much the only important thing;
Uhm... Oh, it shouldn’t be too big, you know.
About 15 inches tops.
Also not too heavy.
Because I’ll need to carry it around.
Uhm, yeah.
What do you think of this laptop?

User

SpeechRec

Table 1. Sample user interaction.

3.4.2 Utility Calculation
All recommender items of the user’s preference model
contribute to the final utility score of a given item. We
differentiate between constraint items and aspect items.

3.4.2.1 Constraint Items
In SpeechRec, constraint utility is expressed as a
signed distance from a given or implicit ideal. For example, the constraint screenSize > x calculates the distance from x to the product’s screenSize attribute. If
the constraint is violated, we multiply the result by −1
to signify a negative “score”. Equality constraints evaluate to the (unsigned) distance of the offer’s attribute
value from the value of the constraint, discounted such
that distances of more than 50 % produce negative
scores. Absolute constraints, such as screenSize large
are interpreted as relating to that attribute space’s median value (i.e., larger than the median screen size).
Constraints based on the concept of good (bad) are resolved by determining the best (worst) product based
on a manually annotated optimality criteria (e.g., minimal for price, maximal for storageCapacity, “SSD” for
storageT ype, etc.).

3.4 Recommender


cU tility =

SpeechRec uses a knowledge-based recommender employing a rich user preference model.

3.4.1 User Preference Model
The collected user preference model consists of constraints, relative to a given product or on absolute values, and mentioned aspects. We group both of these
observations under the term “recommender item”9 .
Every recommender item impacts the recommendation result based on its utility for a given offer and the
item’s influence determined by its age and the influence
of the statement that spawned it. The influence calculation for recommender items is described in Equation 2.


inf luence = 1 −

age
timeT oLive

2

2
−1
1 + exp(−6 ∗ distance)


∗ polarity
(3)

All distance values are linear and in the range of
[−1, 1] (negative values represent violated constraints).
The final returned value is the logistically scaled distance multiplied by the constraint item’s polarity. Refer
to Equation 3 for the complete formula. A plot of the
utility function with polarity = 1 is shown in Figure 5.
Logistic scaling was chosen as it fittingly codifies an
intuitive understanding of “satisfying” a given requirement, where it is more important that a given criteria
is met, than by how much it is exceeded10 .

∗statementInf luence
(2)

9 Please note that “recommender item” denotes an encoded
user preference, not an element of the product space.

10 For example, an input of “cheaper than 1000 euros” should
cause SpeechRec to strongly prefer a product that costs e 995.over one that costs e 1005.-, whereas the price difference between
an offer that costs e 900.- and another one that costs e 910.is arguably less significant and could be more easily justified by
increased value.
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Fig. 4. SpeechRec recommending a product.

tion that all other things being similar, products with
“good” screens should receive preference.

Utility

3.4.3 Recommendation Strategy
Distance

Fig. 5. Logistic scale of a constraint’s utility based on the offer’s
attribute’s (signed) distance.

3.4.2.2 Aspect Items
Aspect items evaluate to the extracted review sentiment
of the referenced aspect of the given product, weighed
by their influence. Their utility is further linearly scaled
to a tenth of a constraint items’ influence, ensuring that
constraints are fulfilled before aspects are taken into account. For example, the user input “Screen larger than
15 inch” produces statements that ultimately create one
constraint item encoding screenSize > 15 and additionally one aspect item expressing “Screen good”. The
constraint takes precedence over the review sentiment,
but the aspect statement encodes the implicit informa-

As Grasch et al. describe in [16], we first limit our product database by products that fulfill at least one of the
constraints uttered in the last interaction cycle to avoid
earlier collected items of the user model “outvoting” a
newly introduced constraint. Out of this reduced set of
products, we score each product based on a prior probability calculated from the Amazon sales rank of the
product as well as the product rating, the utilities of
all recommender items of the user’s preference model
and discount the final score by a measure of distance
from the current recommendation. The full process is
outlined in Algorithm 1.

4 Evaluation
In order to evaluate how incorporating nuances captured from spoken natural language input in the recommendation strategy would affect recommendation qual-
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Input: known products P , user preference model
(recommender items) R, current
recommendation rold
Output: next recommendation rnew
newC ← {c ∈ R|c is constraint item ∧ c.age = 0};
P 0 ← {p ∈ P |∃c ∈ newC : c.utility(p) > 0};
if P 0 is empty then
P 0 ← {p ∈ P |∃c ∈ newC : c.utility(p) ≥ 0};
end
if P 0 is empty then
P0 ← P;
end
bestU tility ← −∞;
bestOf f er ← rold ;
for p ∈ P 0 do
utility ← o.rating() + Mo.salesRank()
axSalesRank ;
for ri ∈ R do
utility ←
utility + ri.inf luence() ∗ ri.utility(p);
end
utility ← utility − o.distance(p);
if utility > bestU tility then
bestU tility ← utility;
bestOf f er ← p;
end
end
return bestOf f er;
Algorithm 1: Schematic recommendation strategy.
Scaling factors omitted for brevity.

ity and session length, an empirical study was conducted.

4.1 Compared Systems
We compared SpeechRec against both a “standard”
knowledge-based recommender system with traditional
interface, as well as a reduced version of itself.

the 14 most important “questions”11 . We will refer to
this system, shown in Figure 6, as “WeeVis”.

Fig. 6. Baseline knowledge-based recommender system WeeVis
showing best matching products on overconstrained user input.
Clicking on a suggested product opens a more detailed description.

4.1.2 Reduced SpeechRec
We evaluated a reduced setup of SpeechRec, which
retains the novel user interface but limits any recommender item’s utility to −1, 0 or 1. Additionally,
all statements’ influence, and in turn all recommender
items’ influence is reduced to purely depend on the
statement’s age, without taking any lexical or paralinguistic nuances into account. This reduces SpeechRec’s
recommendation strategy to something comparable to
e.g., a WeeVis based recommender system. We refer to
this system as “SpeechRec reduced”.

4.1.1 Baseline
The WeeVis framework presented in [15] was used to
build a basic knowledge-based recommender system using the same database as the one used for SpeechRec.
Out of performance considerations, the product set had
to be limited to the 100 most frequently sold laptops,
and the mouse-based interface necessitated a reduction
of the possible feedback options to what we felt to be

11 The following constraint options were provided: Maximum
prize, manufacturer name, processor brand, processor cores,
minimum processor frequency per core, minimum main memory, graphics card brand, minimum and maximum display size,
anti glare coated screen, maximum weight, minimum warranty
duration, minimum battery runtime and operating system.
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4.1.3 SpeechRec
The full version of SpeechRec uses the following extracted nuances over SpeechRec reduced. Lexical polarity (“slightly cheaper”), statement quality (parser
confidence), paralinguistic importance (arousal) and the
degree of satisfaction of each recommender item (activation of the utility function). We refer to this system
simply as “SpeechRec”.

Characteristics

WeeVis

SpeechRec
Reduced

SpeechRec
Full

Male
Female
Total
Mean age
Personally own a laptop
Seeked help when buying
their last laptop

17
5
22
25
91 %
23 %

15
7
22
25
91 %
36 %

18
4
22
28
91 %
32 %

9

Table 2. Demography of the participants of the empirical study.

4.2 Task

5 Results
Users received instructions to imagine that their laptop,
should they already own one, had been stolen the day
before the study. They were asked to then put themselves in the mindset of shopping for a replacement.
Users of the traditional, mouse-based WeeVis interface received a very short description of how to interact
with it. Study participants using SpeechRec were instead simply told that they would be using a “virtual
shopping assistant”, whom they could talk to like they
would with a human sales clerk.
Both groups were instructed to notify the person
overseeing the trial when they found a product they
wanted to accept or it became clear that no such product could be found. At that point they would be immediately presented with a questionnaire assessing their
opinion on the systems they used, using a slightly modified version of the standard usability survey scale presented in [2], as well as the last shown product, and
the used interaction method. Except for questions about
the user’s personal background (age, occupation, etc.),
all answers were verified with inverse control questions. Participants’ responses reported in the following section follow the form positiveQuestionResponse−
negativeQuestionResponse.

4.3 Test Demography
The study participants, primarily students and postgraduate researchers, were split into 3 groups of 22 each,
for a total of 66 participants. A detailed breakdown of
the demography of the study participants can be found
in Table 2.

The following section discusses the results of the study
outlined in Section 4.
The statistical significance of results ascertained
through comparative analysis was verified through
Welch’s t-tests.

5.1 Input Processing
In an effort to judge the effectiveness of SpeechRec’s
natural language processing layer, we manually reviewed all collected interaction logs, comparing
SpeechRec’s input interpretation with that of a human reviewer. We define a fault as any misinterpretation (or missing interpretation) of user input, including
failures that are a result of our limited dialog strategy
(e.g., “How fast is fast?”).
We found that out of 579 turns, 230, or 39.72 %,
failed to parse. Another 55 turns, 9.5 %, included errors
in their interpretation, leaving 294 turns, or 50.78 %,
faultless.
While these numbers may look discouraging initially, it is crucial to keep in mind that most “failed”
turns simply resulted in SpeechRec temporarily taking initiative (see Section 3.2.4), and as such very often
went unnoticed by the user. This is well reflected in the
results of the questionnaire, which asked users to rate
the reliability of the speech input, where SpeechRec’s
system achieved a median rating of 2 on a scale of -3 to
3 (higher is better).
That said, while we believe SpeechRec’s natural
language processing capability to be sufficient for the
purpose of this study, there is obviously room for improvement. In an effort to quantify this, we simulated interaction sessions using manually transcribed reference
transcriptions. The number of failed turns reduced to
81 (13.99 %), with 56 (9.67 %) partial faults, increasing

2
0
−4

the number of correct parses to 442 (86.01 %). Speech
recognition errors therefore account for roughly half of
SpeechRec’s mistakes. Conversational speech recognition remains a hard task, but it seems reasonable to assume that an improved speech recognition component
could substantially improve SpeechRec’s performance
in practice.
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−2

10

5.2 Usability

WeeVis

SpeechRec Full

Fig. 8. Participant’s subjective score of the last shown product
of the interaction session ([−3, 3], higher is better. Black squares
indicate the arithmetic mean.)

trend, but does not quite reach the commonly accepted
threshold for statistical significance (p ≈ 0.07).
In addition to an improvement in recommendation
quality, SpeechRec’s speech-based interface led to substantially shorter recommendation sessions (p < 0.001).
Figure 9 shows an overview of measured session lengths.
Figure 10 further highlights the reduction in dialog
turns and recommendation iterations between the reduced and the full version of SpeechRec, afforded by
the additional nuances captured from the user input.
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40
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Participants were asked to evaluate the usability of the
system they used (see Section 4.2). The resulting scores
are presented in Figure 7. Interestingly, all three reviewed systems score similarly well, with no statistically
significant differences between them.

SpeechRec Reduced

As described in Section 3.3.2, SpeechRec’s user interface only displays a small subset of known product
attributes by default. We found that users did not hesitate to also talk about attributes that were not initially
shown on screen. We believe this to be a noteworthy advantage of speech-based user interfaces: SpeechRec allowed users to organically work with a wide range of attributes without cluttering the user interface with rarely
used controls.

5.3 Recommendation Performance
All study participants were requested to rate the product last presented to them by their respective system.
Figure 8 shows the result.
SpeechRec outperforms both the traditional
knowledge-based recommender and the reduced version.
The improvement over the WeeVis baseline shows a

2

4

Fig. 7. Overall SUS scores. (Higher is better. Black squares indicate the arithmetic mean.)

8

SpeechRec

6

SpeechRec Reduced

Minutes

WeeVis

WeeVis

SpeechRec Reduced

SpeechRec

Fig. 9. Recommendation session duration. (Lower is better. Black
squares indicate the arithmetic mean.)

It is worth noting that while the full version of
SpeechRec presents a clear improvement over the WeeVis baseline, the benefit of the novel, speech-based interface alone, as represented by the reduced version of
SpeechRec, is much less significant.
We believe the substantial improvement of
SpeechRec over SpeechRec reduced to be primarily rooted in the system’s conflict resolution. As is
typical for recommender systems in non-trivial domains, over-specification of requirements proved to be
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Fig. 10. Recommendation session length in completed iterations.
(Lower is better. Black squares indicate the arithmetic mean.)

extremely common12 . In order to recommend an appropriate product, the system needs to acknowledge and
consider the finer nuances of the user’s input, thus explaining the superior performance of SpeechRec over
SpeechRec reduced.

6 Conclusion and Further Work
In this paper we present SpeechRec, a natural language driven, knowledge-based recommender system using speech interaction, that detects lexical and paralinguistic nuances and incorporates them into its recommendation strategy. We reported on an empirical study,
comparing SpeechRec against a traditional knowledgebased recommender system, where we found that the
richer user preference model employed by SpeechRec
allowed it to significantly outperform the baseline system, enabling users to find better products, in substantially shorter recommendation sessions. Furthermore,
we compared SpeechRec to a restricted version of itself, which uses the same speech-based user interface
but does not extract the aforementioned subtextual information. We showed that this reduced version indeed
provided a much less pronounced improvement over the
baseline, verifying our assumption that the more nuanced information SpeechRec extracts from user input
is a major reason for its favorable performance.
In future works on speech-based recommender systems, we hope to revisit paralinguistic analysis and expand our current implementation. While the basic priority (arousal) detection implemented in SpeechRec al-

ready proved promising, we think that further analysis
could provide helpful information for improving the recommendation strategy and ultimately also recommendation quality. For example, user uncertainty and frustration both have acoustic indicators and could provide
valuable feedback to steer user interaction.
Moreover, the conversations between SpeechRec
and its users provide insights into what people expect
of natural-language driven recommender systems and
should be studied further to improve follow-up systems’
dialog strategies.
Finally, it is worth stressing that many of the main
contributions of this paper not only apply to speechbased recommender systems. Given that speech-enabled
applications are rapidly gaining popularity, fueled by
the success of mobile devices, it is the authors strong believe that many future user interfaces would eventually
benefit from the betterment of understanding of user’s
intention afforded by a more nuanced, more “human”
approach of input processing.
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